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Choose your path, or someone will for you.

Don’t let this happen to you!  Be the one who makes your own 
decisions for where you go in life.  Make the commitment to 
your future self, family, and friends to work hard, better 
yourself, and continuously improve

Life is complicated and getting more so all the time.  If you are Life is complicated and getting more so all the time.  If you are 
not working to improve yourself, you are falling behind.  

Change is happening faster due to technology, scientific 
advances, new discoveries, and information flow.  Now is the 
best time to do something different.

You need to have a system in place to keep your life moving You need to have a system in place to keep your life moving 
forward.  If not, you will have wasted years or even decades, 
with not much of a life to show for it.  

Implement this simple system to get you off the hamster wheel 
of life and start to climb the mountain of achievement and 
success.  

The simple system consists of 3 easy steps:
1) Know yourself, define your future1) Know yourself, define your future
2) Create a design for your future
3) Implement your design 

This system will get you started on the path to success.  It 
will not be easy, but well worth it.  The hardest part is 
making the commitment to start.  

Ready?  GO!  
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Know Yourself, Create Your Future

The Goal: See your current situation, determine where you 
want to go.  

The path to improvement, begins with where you are now.  

The following 2 exercises will help you determine your NOW. 
1) Know your money.  How much do you earn, how much you 1) Know your money.  How much do you earn, how much you 
spend? 
2) Know your why. Achieveing success must have an underlying 
reason. know yours.  

Exercise #1 - Realities and Dreams
Download the realities and Dreams sheets.  
Fill out both sheets
Examine the income/spending ratioExamine the income/spending ratio
Understand your income sources and spending habits
Create a Dream Sheet with an income of $80,000

Exercise #2 - Find your Why
Know your why so the what and the how are easier to 
understand and implement.  
Simon Sinek - 

Outputs - Outputs - 
Reality and Dream Sheets - Sets the now and the future
Your Why - Gives you the underlying purpose behind your 
change.  

Measures - Yearly Income 
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Designing your Future

Goal: Create a plan to get you from now to your future

You know where you want to go, develop the steps to get you 
there

3 exercises to help develop the path.
1) Find your Strengths
2) Research jobs that utilize your strengths 2) Research jobs that utilize your strengths 
3) Commit to getting a job in that field

Exercise #1 - Find your Strengths
StrengthsFinder 2.0 is a great resource for understanding 
personal strengths.  Buy the book and take the test.  You 
really only need to read the first chapter, the real value is 
the test.  

Download and fill out the Hedgehog Sheet.  Download and fill out the Hedgehog Sheet.  
Understand your natural abilities and who will pay for them.

Exercise #2 - Job Research for your Strengths
Utilize job search sites to identify high potential, high paying 
jobs, that will incorporate your strengths.  
Identify successful companies with growth and advancement 
potential.  

Exercise #3 - Get the job and Plan to AdvanceExercise #3 - Get the job and Plan to Advance
Scripts to follow to get a new job, switch jobs, switch 
industries, grow within a job, pursue advancement.  

Outputs - Strengths, Hedgehog, Target Jobs, Plan to advance
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Execute the Plan

Goal: Start implementing the plan. Create goals to help guide 
the execution of the plan.  Build on small successes and create 
momentum.  

3 Exercises to help execute the path.  
1) CHAMP - Career, Health, Adventure, Money, People.  
5 areas of life to focus on, no more, no less.  Create goals for 5 areas of life to focus on, no more, no less.  Create goals for 
each area to achieve success.  

2) Follow the scripts to get the job, achieve advancement, and 
job satisfaction.  

3) Track your Progress   
Yearly Income, monthly expenses, job performance, CHAMP Goals.  Yearly Income, monthly expenses, job performance, CHAMP Goals.  
Create mechanisms to track these areas over time.  Continually 
review and update this data so you can observe your progress.

The system is now complete.  This simple system will set you on The system is now complete.  This simple system will set you on 
a path of achievement and growth.  The system is designed to 
be simple, actionable, and achievable.  The system is designed for 
those who want a little more success but who have not 
discovered how to get started.  This system will get you 
started with a few valuable exercises and tools.  

Your path is now chosen.  
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What’s Next?  Perpetual Improvement

Goal: Implement perpetual improvement strategies to grow and 
move beyond your current plan.  

Yearly Goal Setting and Achieving 
Increasing Income, Increasing Job Responsibility, Set bigger goals 

Perpetual Improvement is about slowly building and achieving Perpetual Improvement is about slowly building and achieving 
more.  If you are not improving, you are losing ground.  You 
must always be looking for ways to go beyond your current 
situation and look to improve.  This includes developing new 
skills, learning new tools, and adapting to change.  Always 
create goals around improvement in your CHAMP.  Create a 
new income stream, start a new workout routine, find a new 
hobby, learn about investing, or learn networking techniques.  hobby, learn about investing, or learn networking techniques.  
Whatever you do, keep creating and achieving new goals.  Do 
this year after year and watch the results.  

Inflation is always rising, make sure you are keeping up with 
inflation by increasing your yearly income and earning return 
on investments.  

Your job responsibilities need to increase along with your 
income.  If you wish to earn more, you must do more.  Ask for 
the hard tasks, take on work that others don’t.  Make sure 
you are the one everyone can count on.  

Dream bigger, do more.  As you achive success, it will build on Dream bigger, do more.  As you achive success, it will build on 
itself and push you to achive even bigger goals.  Do you make 
$80,000 yearly income?  Good, go for $100,000. You are now 
only limited by your imagination.  

This is Living with Nerd Zest  


